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The concept of an infinite set of conserved charges in 1+1 di­
mensional quantum field theories has received considerable attention.
Such sets have been found both for continuum theories such as the
sine-Gordon equationl and lattice theories such as the XYZ spin chain.?
The presence of an infinite set of conserved charges it closely related
to the solution of the theory by the inverse scattering method.3
Knowledge of the form of the conserved charges can be of value in de­
termining how to implement an inverse scattering solution to a given
theory. It has also been shown, in many cases, that the existence of
an infinite set of local conserved charges implies the lack of particle
production in scattering.4 For interacting field theories such as those
mentioned above (the XYZ spin chain model has been shown to have the
massive Thirring model as its continuum limitS) this implies a much
more restricted form of the S-matrix than would be expected for such
theories. Clearly therefore, as has been the case with so many other
symmetries and conservation laws, infinite sets of conserved charges
provide a great deal of useful information about a theory.
Of course, in the physics of the real world one is not interested
in theories in only two dimensions but rather in four dimensions. In
four dimensions the property of possessing an infinite set of conserved
charges appears at first to be too strong to be useful. It has been
shown in 3+1 dimensions that theories which possess this property
along with several other reasonable requirements are necessarily free
theories, provided the charges are constructed from local ·currents.28
Such theories are therefore uninteresting. The possibility is left
open, however, for the case of non-local charges. It has been specu­
lated that the Yang-Mills equations in loop space, which are similar
to the equations of the two-dimensional chiral models, many possess
charges of this sort.6,7 Polyakov has shown how one might construct
conserved charges for the loop Yang Mills theory in 2+1 dimensions
in analogy with the conserved charges of the chiral model.7 The
charges have been formulated, however they are in terms of a generat-
2
ing function which is given as a solution to a loop space d l f fe ren tl a l
equation which has yet to be solved. Nevertheless, their existence is
a distinct possibility. For the case of four dimensions there has been
no specific form proposed for conserved charges of this type. If they
were to be found they could provide valuable non-perturbative informa­
tion toward a solution of the Yang-Mills system, thought to be the
theory describing the strong interactions of hadronic physics. The
principal long range motivation for the work described here is the
search for additional symmetry in the Yang-Mills equations of the sort
which leads to an infinite set of conserved charges as described above.
Kramers-Wannier self-duality8,9 is a property of certain classical
statistical mechanical systems. Through use of the transfer matrix
formalism, one can find a quantum Hamiltonian associated with the
statistical theory which operates on a spatial manifold of one fewer
dimension.10,11 The self-dual ity property has an analogue in the
associated quantum theory, which takes the form o� a mapping between
the large and small coupling behavior of the theory. This can be use­
ful in solving the theory by approximation techniques, e.g. if a low
coupling perturbation expansion exists for the theory, then its validi­
ty can be extended to the strong coupling region by the duality trans­
formation (Of course the intermediate coupling region may still be
inaccessible through this approach). It is known that Z(N) spin
theories in two dimensions (of which the Z(2) theory is the familar
Ising model) are self-dual as are the corresponding Z(N) gauge theories
in four dimensions.
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What is not known is whether the SU(N) theory
is also self-dual. A duality transformation for the SU(N) gauge theory
has been widely sought since it could help unlock the mystery of the
strong coupling, perhaps confining, behavior of the Yang-Mills theory.
Such a transformation, however, has proved elusive. A partial success
has been ach i eved by 't Hooft and othe rs in wh i ch on 1 y the Z-(t�) i nva r ian t
subgroup of SU(N) is subjected to the dual transformation.13,14 In­
terestingly, it is the same set of variables which occur in this formu­
lation of a dual transformation and in Polyakov's work involving con­
served charges for the gauge theory. These are the path ordered expon"-
3
entials of the gauge field around loops:
� �
5 A·d)(
CACe) =�tr Pe (1. l)
This suggested a question which has been partially answered by the
work herein: what, if any, is the relationship between the properties
of self-duality and complete integrability? In particular, can self­
duality aid one in the search for conserved charges, or conversely does
knowledge of the conserved charges lead to a dual transformation?
To the first half of this question I can give a qualified yes which
is the main result of this thesis. Specifically I will show that any
self-dual quantum theory linear in the coupling constant possesses an
infinite set of conserved commuting charges provided one additional
condition is met, which is essentially that the first charge in the
set is conserved. The set is defined by an iterative commutation pro­
cedure involving the operators in the Hamiltonian. This theorem is
shown to be applicable to a number of self-dual. spin theories: the
Ising model in a transverse magnetic field, the XV spin chain model,
and the extended XV model of Suzuki�7 For these theories it has the
advantage of providing the explicit form of the higher charges with
much less algebra than would be necessary if one were to use either
the tranfer matrix or inverse scattering method. This may be of use
in studying the relevance of the higher charges. Unfortunately, how­
ever, the theorem does not seem to apply to either the two-dimensional
Z(N) spin system or the four-dimensional Z(2) gauge theory. Thus the
prospect appears rather bleak that it will prove useful for the case
of the SU(N) gauge theory, although one cannot be certain until a
properly self-dual formulation of that theory is found.
The thesis consists of nine chapters and two appendices. In
chapter I I I discuss the connection given by the transfer matrix
formulation between a classical statistical mechanical system and an
associated quantum Hamiltonian, using as an example the familiar two-
4
dimensional Ising model. Next, in chapter I I I, I show how this applies
to Baxter's 8-vertex model and the XYZ Hamiltonian, and how an infinite
set of conserved charges for the XYZ model arises from properties of
the transfer matrix. In Chapter IV I discuss the meaning of self­
duality as it applies to quantum Hamiltonians, and develop a general
form for a self-dual Hamiltonian. In' Chapter V I show how one can find
the explicit form for conserved charges in the XY model by a heuristic
technique which takes advantage of the models' self-duality. In chapter
VI it is shown how the solution to the XYZ model by the quantum inverse
scattering method leads to the infinite set of conserved charges associ­
ated with it. The thesis culminates in the statement and proof of the
theorem mentioned above, which stipulates a condition under which self­
dual theories possess an infinite set of conserved charges (Chapter
VI I), after which I briefly discuss applications of the theorem (VI I I)
and draw some conclusions (IX).
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II. Classical Statistical Mechanics and Quantum Field Theory
2.1 Relation. Through the Transfer Matrix
The Euclidean path integral for a quantum field theory in N
dimensions is given by TI1::2. 00
ZT(:r) =,1'5D((I exp [-�_�J�ll;(' (1f"(mex)t)) + J(x)t)CC>(JSt�J (2.1)
where �E is the Euc 1 i dean Lagrang ian ·dens i ty, <Q (x, t) is the fie 1 d to be
quantized, and J(x,t) is an external probing field. I shall consi-der
(2.1) to have vacuum boundary conditions:
(2.2)
The normalizing factorl1 is chosen so that
(2.3)
In the limit T��, Zr(J) is the generating functional for the Euclidean
Green1s functions of the theory. One can also interpret (2.1) directly
as the vacuum to vacuum transition amplitude over an imaginary time iT
in the presence of an external field J. In the Schrodinger picture,
/\
� 0 I e
- H T I 0) = Z (::r)
Y2 - �'l T (2 . 4)
Equation (2.1) looks very much like the partition function of an N­
dimensional statistical mechanical system. If one defines a classical
Hamiltonian for a corresponding statistical mechanical theory
�'Z DO
He :- fJfSJ";;' t: (cpc� t») + J ()()t) (Q(X) t))
-"Ii." -oD
(2.5)
and an inverse temperature




which, with the exception of the boundary condition at ±T, has the
form of a normalized partition function. Note that if the original
quantum system had 3+1 dimensions, then the classical Hamiltonian, HC'
would involve four spatial dimensions, so the partition functions re�
levant to realistic quantum field theories all have one more spatial
dimension than those usually studied in statistical mechanics. Another
variant from the usual case ih statistical mechanics is the presence of
continuous fields. Also, of course, real quantum field theory is
formulated on a Minkowski space, not a Euclidean space which requires
an analytic continuation of Green's functions derived from ZT(J) to
imaginary time.
This connection between statistical mechanics and quantum field
theory has proven extremely valuable for both fields. Quantum field
theory has benefitted 'from simplified perturbation theory integ��ls,
lattice field theories, Monti' Carlo simulations, strong coupling ex­
pansions, and concepts such as spontaneous symmetry breaking and coupl­
ing constant phase transitions. Statistical mechanics has been given
a theory of universal critical phenomena following the renormalization
group. In addition, as we shall see below, the quantum connection has
aided in finding the exact solutions to certain statistical theories.
This list is by no means complete. It is being added to continuously.
The transfer matrix formulation provides a convenient method to
determine the associated quantum Hamiltonian as occurs in (2.4) for a
given statistical system (2.7). Consider a statistical system defined
on a lattice of points (fig. 1). For the sake of clarity I shall con­
sider a two-dimensional lattice although the method works for any
number of dimensions. At each point ther� exists a classical field
�(i ,j) which could take on either a discrete or continuous set of
values. Now construct a Hilbert space of states at each point which
are eigenstates of a quantum field @(i ,j) whose eigenvalues are in
one-to-one correspondence to the set of allowed values for the classical















Fig. 1. A general two-dimensional lattice for statistical mechanics.
""-.J
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the direct product of states for those points.
�
1 (P(i)): /(O(;)-Mh» ®llQ(i)-�'l+/»®""-· ® I(ClU) M/2+I) (2.8)
Then one attempts to find a matrix T whose elements give the multiplica­
tive contribution to the partition function from two �djacent horizontal
rows in a particular configuration (Note that this is only possible if
the interactions in the vertical direction are no more extended than
nearest neighbor). The partition function will then be given by
'rT = L <: cQ (¥+�)'T,iQ{ � »«(Q( "f'l .)IT/W(lvh-J )) •••
I COO» ._3 A �
-�+,�;s�
x < "'(-¥+�J T I (D( -Af'2 )'>
(2.9)
•
Since the intermediate sums are over complete sets of states,'
(2.10)
If one drops the boundary condition, identifies the rows i=N/2+1 and
i=-N/2 and sums over that state also then one obtains the usual parti­
tion function with periodic boundary conditions:
(2. 11)
Comparing (2.10) with (2.4) and realizing that one could have taken
any boundary conditions, not just vacuum boundary conditions, leads






T is the lattice spacing in the vertical direction which can be thought
of as the time direction. Thus the transfer matrix is seen to be the
time evolution operator for a single lattice step in a Euclidean lattice
version of an associated quantum theory.
The transfer matrix approach has been useful in the solution of
partition functions. For an infinite lattice system (N+oo, T+oo)
(2.14)
where T is the maximum eigenvalue of T. This is true provided T
max max
is unique. Other contributions are exponentially small as N+oo. As an
aside, note also that
(2. 15)
where E is the ground state energy of H. Thus in the limit T��it
o
doesn't matter whether we work with ZT or Z. If T is not unique,max
however, the boundary conditions may be important even in this limit.
Thus the problem of solving the partition function is reduced to
finding the maximum eigenvalue of the transfer matrix. This is not
"
necessarily simple, however, since the matrix T is often very complica-
ted. One approach has been to find a simple quantum Hamiltonian, not
� A 15necessarily the same as H above, which commutes with T. Then a trans-
formation which diagonalizes the simpler quantum Hamiltonian which in
some cases might a)ready be known, would greatly simplify the diagonal-
"
ization of T since they share a common set of eigenvectors. In the
limit T�O the Hamiltonian H often becomes quite simple and one can
solve for Z by computing the ground state energy of H. This gives Z
only for an extremely anisotropic lattice (T+O). However, it is still
a useful connection since some properties of the system such as its
critical exponents are independent of the lattice spacing. This so­
called T-continuum limit will be discussed more thoroughly in the
next section.
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2.2 The tsing Model
As an example of the methods discussed above, consider the case of
the two-dimensional anisotropic Ising model. 16,17 Its partition
function is given by
(2. 16)
The model is defined on a periodic NxM lattice of points upon each of
which resides a two valued variable s .. =±1 (see fig. 2). The couplings
I , J
in the vertical and horizontal directions are given by Sand S re­
T





1-1):0 (?) (2. 18)
are Pauli spinors. The states IS.> defined in (2.17) are in one-to-oneI
correspondence with the possible classical configurations of the
variables {S .. } in that row. The goal is to find an operator T suchI J
that
A � A � ..." � � A _,
"l = h.. T tv = 4-.< Sw I T I s�_( <S�I T Itt· .. < S I I T I J", > •
IS,>
Consider first only the contribution to Z from two adjacent temporal
(vertical) points in column J. Expressed as a matrix which can be
(2.19)
sandwiched between the spinors repreienting those points, it is given
by
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The contributions of temporal couplings for the whole row may be obtain­
ed by multiplying many of these matrices together. The within-row in­
teraction is a diagonal matrix and therefore can be multiplied on the
left or right without affecting the operation of the MJ. Thus
(2.23)
is an acceptable transfer matrix for (2.19). We are interested in find­
ing a Hamiltonian which is related to T by
• (2.24)
However, T is the product of exponentials of operators which do not
commute. A representation of it as a single exponential through a
Baker-Hausdorff identityl8 results in an infinite number of terms for
H. Nevertheless in the T-continuum limitll H becomes simple. T does
not depend explicitly on T as written, but if correlation functions
for points separated by finite distances are to be kept finite, the
coup1 ings e and e must be scaled appropriately as T+O. InT
addition the energy per site will become infinite in this limit and
an energy renormalization will be necessary. The requirements for














where H is some finite operator. This can be accomplished by scaling
.1.
B" and B such that
T
(3; oc. r) (3 oc: '1"" (2.27)
and, for the energy renormalization, simply removing the numerical
prefactor from T (The latter could also have been accomplished by tak­
ing the original temporal interaction in (2.16) to be - �21 (S .. -S. 1 .)2T IJ I+,j
ins tead of B S. . S .
+ I .). ThusT I ,J I ,J
(2.28)
where I have let
)
(2.29)
Expanding to first order in T one obtains the T-continuum Hamiltonian
/\
H= L (8-; + A 8-; �,)
zr (2.30)
which is just the Hamiltonian for a one-dimensional quantum Ising model
in a transverse magnetic field. Thus we have obtained a simple one-
dimensional quantum Hamiltonian related to the original two-dimensional
statistical system, albeit in a very anisotropic limit. The equilibrium





The ground state of the quantum model undergoes
14
an analogous non-analytic transition when the coupling A passes
through 1. The details of this transition have analogues in each
model and can be studied in either, however this is not the purpose
for which I shall use this connection here. In the following chapter
I shall demonstrate how, for the case of the 8-vertex model, properties
of the transfer matrix imply the presence of an infinite set of con­
served charges for its associated quantum theory, the XYZ anisotropic
Heisenberg spin chain.
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I I I. The 8-Vertex Model and the XYZ Hamiltonian
3.1 Connection Between HXYZ and T8V
If one subjects the symmetric 8-vertex model of Baxter19 to a
similar treatment as that given the two-dimensional Ising model in the
previous chapter, one finds that the associated T-continuum quantum
Hamiltonian is that of the XYZ anisotropic Heisenberg chain20,21,
given by
(3. 1 )
It will prove useful to examine this connection in some detail, since
in this case known properties of the 8-vertex transfer matrix will yield
some additional information on the quantum model, namely an infinite
number of conserved charges. The a-vertex model is formulated on a two­
dimensional rectangular lattice of points with an arrow placed on each
link (fig. 3). An energy is assigned to each point (vertex) depending
upon the configuration of arrows surrounding it. Normally there would
be sixteen different vertex types, but for the 8-vertex model configura­
tions with an odd number of arrows entering or leaving a vertex are
assigned an infinite energy and thereby forbidden. In the symmetric
8-vertex model of Baxter, those vertices which result from reversing
the directions of all impinging arrows are deemed to have the same
energy. Thus we are left with the energy assignments of fig. 4. The
partition function is given by
V
- (3 E AI; �;
Z - L e ;::1 (3.2)
Allo�J
'o�f'(,\A""Q.t;o,",s
where N. is the number of vertices of type i in a given configuration.I
The model lends itself to the transfer matrix approach. Since I am
just reviewing the work of Baxter here, I will spare the reader the
details of the derivation and simply state the results that will be
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Fig. 4. Energy assignments for allowed vertices
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T I = � L_ ---. L IT L �0'.10( AJ=I �=l ).,..=1 j=1 j-=I J (3.5)
The aJ ,aJ represent two adjacent vertical rows of spins. T gives
the contribution to the partition function of all allowed configurations
of the intervening horizontal row of spins, represented by AJ. The or
matrices are the usual Pauli matrices with 04=1. The structure of T
is rather complicated. It is the partial matrix product of M matrices
(over 2 of 4 indices) each of which is the sum of four more elementary
matrices. To find a T-continuum limit one must find a way to scale
1
. .
h h T 1 0 d h T"-l a �T' f' .coup Ings Wit T so t at � as T� an so t at aT IS Inlte
as T�O. This can clearly be done by choosing W3-T, � -T, (wl-w5)-T,
(wl+w5�=2+-T, since such a choice gives Pl=P2=P3�O and P4�1. In this
limit T does not quite become a unit matrix but rather the matrix
"V �o(:r �;.+ I
'
(3.6)
which is a cyclic shift operator to the left. This can be interpreted
as meaning that the time direction should, in this case, be taken to
be along the left leaning lattice diagonal. If one takes, in the








/\ -I 'D TJM T
1'),'r�o
"', A, n 0:7. &4 y
A '1 ,. 1 .,. c. o"st.= � 0( CT:r 0"3"+' + r J :rTI + O'"::r C5-:r+l
zr
= H')C.yi' + C.OiVSt. (3.8 )
,. •
I
( 0-; = q(�o(;)
Thus the 1" -cont i nuum quantum Hami 1 ton ian assoc i ated wi th Baxter's
model is seen to be the XYZ Hamiltonian.
3.2 An Infinite Set of Conserved Charges for HXYZ
Baxter has discovered a very interesting property of the 8-vertex
model transfer matrix, namely that there exists a one parameter set of
commuting transfer matrices!9,20 If one defines still another set of
pa rame te rs w., i = 1 ,2,3,4,
I
)
W:l,:: cltv (\I;�) /J", cs, .z)
W'1 :: S tv (V;�) /s IV (J:,,t)
(3.9)
J
where sn(V,2), Cn(V,2), dn(V,2) are the Jacobian elliptic functions of







Note that a constant energy can be added to each of the vertex
energies £i without having any effect other than multiplying the
partition function by a constant. This allows an arbitrary mUltiplica­
tive scaling of the quantities wi' defined in (3.9) which Baxter has
utilized to set w3=1. Thus we are left with only three parameters de­
scribing the model V,�,2.
One can see from (3.9) and (3.10) that V+� is equivalent to the T-
continuum limit discussed previously (3.7). One can take, without loss












2> P,' (� :1.) .,() I" V V= :J (3 .13 )
Specifically,








r,+�-�� -= Sv('l-:$).£.) ) '1
-
The XYZ couplings (3' 1) are given by
:r: ::. -k P' J:: =:. -k D' J;::: -k e')( ", Y '-2 J r- f::) •
In the following we shall take k=l, since as far as conservation laws
A
are concerned, the normalization of HXYZ is not important •
• 0 2
As has been shown by Luscher, (3.11) immediately implies the
existence of an infinite set of conserved charges for the XYZ model by
the following argument. One differentiates (3.1·1) an arbitrary number
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of times with respect to V, obtaining
w � /' �[.:VA-' T (v; ""S,..e)) T ( v � J. L)J � 0 •
Next multiply on the left and the right by r-l(VI ,�,�).
(3.16)
=0 (3.17)
Also differentiate (3.16) once with respect to VI.
[-n"D:v T(�-s)£)� :v' t(v�-r,£)l=o
Due to (3.17) we can multiply .(3.18) by factors of t-l(V,�,�) and
r-l(VI ,�,�), commute them through and let Vi� to obtain
(3.18)
[1-"-' (V; J, e)::/v f (10 -s_, £){ J f-ev.''!_.t)l, f(�/�.e)f]=O (3.19)
"V=! V�j •
Thus the quantity GN, defined as
(3.20 )
commutes with the XYZ Hamiltonian (see 3.12)
and is therefore a conserved charge for the system. It has proven use-
ful to define another set of charges eN
(3.22 )
22
which are related to the GN in exactly the same way as connected Green's
Green's functions in field theory. Thusfunctions are to complete
" "" ""
Co -= 0-0 ":: Hxy? +
A A "2
(, - 6, - &0
"" """ "'" "





The advantage of the eN is that they are expressable as sums over local
current densities. Such charges are called local charges although the
charges themselves are not local operators. A local charge symmetry
can have a strong effect on particle dynamics since it results in an
additively conserved quantum number for the particles. (e.g. in the
continuum version of the XYZ model - the massive Thirring model - the
conserved charges eN imply �p�+l= constant for any assembly of particlesI I
{i} with momenta {p.} 2). It is interesting to note that any Hermitian
I
Hamiltonian system possesses an infinite set· of conserved charges, e.g.
the projection operators onto energy eigenstates Q =IE ><E I are in-n n n
dependent conserved operators. They are not, however, in general local.
Thus the issue is not whether a system possesses an infinite set of
conserved charges but rather whether the forms of such charges can be
found in terms of explicitly known operators and whether or not the
charges are local. A non-local set of charges does not generally in­
hibit particle dynamics to the extent that local charges do, however
it may still be as 'effective in aiding the integration of the theory.
It is this scenario which is hoped to be active in the four-dimensional
gauge theory.
The first charge for the XYZ model, el, can be obtained rather
easily. The differentiation of (3.5) twice with respect to V leaves
three types of terms: one in which the two derivatives fallon the
same factors of p., one in which they fall upon factors of p. associa-I I
ted with matrices from adjacent sites linked by matrix multiplication,
and one in which the derivatives fall upon factors of p. associated
I
23
with matrices from more distant sites. We shall call these double
overlapping, single overlapping and non-overlapping terms respectively.
Computation shows that the _a2 term in (3.23) subtracts off the doubleo
overlapping and non-overlapping terms, as well as the symmetric part of
the single overlapping term, which leaves
/\ Ii I ,
C,
f z z; p:/� 0-' [0-; 0-; ] (Y� .,. COJvlf ..':: 'f r J :r J"+I 7'.. , T+2
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Computing the explicit forms of the charges beyond Cl presents a
lengthy algebraic task. In Chap. V, a heuristic procedure will be used
th
to determine the expl icit form of the N charge for the simpler Xl
model (Jy=O). In Appendix A the result of a direct calculation of C2
for both the XYl and Xl models is given; primarily as a check on the
procedure of Chap. V. In contrast the theorem of Chap. VI I will pro­
vide a much simpler method for finding the Xl model charges, as well
(3.25)
as charges for any other model to which it applies.
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IV. Self-Duality in Quantum Theories
Kramers-Wannier dual ity and self-duality8,9 are properties of
certain classical statistical mechanical models which have proven use­
ful in the investigation of critical phenomena, the characterization
of the behavior of models at temperature extremes, and in the discovery
of relationships between different models. Not surprisingly, the
presence of a dual transformation in a given statistical theory is re­
flected in an analogous property of the associated quantum Hamiltonian
theory. Self-duality in a quantum system, as we shall see, takes the
form of a change -of variables whose effect is to switch the "free" and
"interaction" parts of the Hamiltonian. The transformation therefore
relates two versions of the same theory, one with weak coupling and the
other with strong coupling. In this chapter I will review self-duality
in statistical theories, demonstrate how this leads to a self-duality
property for the associated quantum Hamiltonian, using the Ising model
as an example, and determine the most general form that a self-dual
quantum Hamiltonian can take.
4.1 Self-Duality in Statistical Mechanics
Say one is given a partition function for some statistical system
described by variables si:
7.. = � e-fJH(S'i)
s,
In some cases one can find a new set of variables u. in which the same
I




A definite procedure must be given by which to find the variables u.,I
and it must be such that applying the procedure a second time leads
back to the original variables s., thus the name duality. The re-I
lationship between {s.} and {u.} is usually not a direct change of
I I
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variables s.=f({u.}) which would imply a correspondence between termsI I
of (4.1) and (4.2). Rather it is generally a much weaker connection
such that only the sums over all configurations are equal, with each
term in the s. sum having contributions from many terms in the u. sumI I
and vice-versa. This "weakness" is actually the source of much of the
power behind the dual transformation; e.g. consider a system which is
highly disordered in the variables s .. One would expect a large numberI
of terms to contribute in a substantial way to the sum (4.1). However
the dual variables u. are usually such that they measure the degree of
I
disorder in the original system, thus one would expect only a relativity
few terms to contribute substantially to the sum (4.2) giving very pro­
bably a simpler description of the highly disordered state.
In the case that
(4.3)
the model is said to be self-dual. In this case the duality requirement
implies
(4.4)
i.e. the function S(S) is its own inverse.
An example of such a function is S= lIS. Another example is the
s:
function Sn defined in section 2.2:
(4.6)
All such functions, being symmetric about the line S=S, have the property
that S is large when S is small and vice-versa. Thus in the case of
self-duality, it is' the high and low temperature versions of the same
theory which are related by the dual transformation.
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4.2 Self-Dual ity for a Quantum Theory
For the case of the anisotropic two-dimensional Ising model consi­
dered in sec. 2.2, the dual transformation takes the following form9:
• (4.7)
In terms of the transfer matrix17, which was more easily expressed as a
.s:
function of Sand S" (see eq. (2.23)),
L
(4.8)
That this is a consequence of (4.7) can be seen simply by noting that
"-
the parameters of T are obtained from those of the corresponding Z by
ta king the 11;',11 of the firs t pa rame te rand 1 eav i ng the second a lone.
An arrow is written in this case to indicate that the T on the R.H.S.
of (4.8) has the same form as the T on the L.H.S. They are equal if on
A
the R.H.S. T is written with dual variables in place of the original
variables (see 4.12). Since the coupling constant A for the quantum
Hamiltonian was defined as
(4.9)
under the dual transformation it follows that
(4.10)
The transformation on the quantum Hamiltonian (as well as the transfer
matri�) can be implemented by a canonical transformation on the operator
variables. Recall
A (.\, &-) = - L (&_,..' + .A 0-': a-- 1 )
J �








The D's obey the same commutation relations as the a's (See App. B).




Due to periodic boundary conditions, the indices on the first summand
can be shifted by one, thus
(4. 15)
(4.16)
In the next �ection we shall show that (4.16) is the general statement
of self-duality for a quantum Hamiltonian. In some ways, duality is a
simpler matter in the quantum theory than it was in the classical
statistical mechanical theory, since the transformation is simply a
change of the operator variables. Translation of results from a
theory to its dual version thus becomes a simple matter of substitution.
That this was not true for the classical variables (s.,u.), is essential-
I I
"3ly due to the fact thats. andu. are eigenvalues of the operators cr and
I I
�3, and these operators cannot be simultaneously diagonalized.
4.3 Most General Self-Dual Hamiltonian
In order to determine the generality of the proof to be given in
Chap. VI I, it will be of use to consider the general form of a self-
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dual Hamiltonian. In general one might only require
(4. 17)
where cr , � represent any set of operator-valued variables and their
canonically equivalent dual variables (drop A. 's for readability).
The dual ity requirement further implies
k( f(),)): J /k(>') f (f('A)) = A) (4. 18)
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Since by changing parameters and redefining H one can put any self-dual
Hami l ton l an satisfying (4.17) into a form which satisfies (4.27), one
can take the simpler (4.27) as a general definition of self-duality.
Note therefore another simplification over the case of classical
statistical mechanics. There is a single universal dual function
f(A)=l/A.
Let H be made up of a set of operators and their duals, each
multiplied by an arbitrary function of A. Suppose a term in H has
the form:
j (�) A + J, (�) A (4.28)
Then the term would satisfy (4.27) if
(4.29)
In order for H to be self-dual all sets of terms involving individual
operators and their duals must alone be self-dual. So a general self­
dual Hamiltonian would have the form:
(4.30)
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where the g.(�) are arbitrary functions of � (there would of course need
I
to be some restrictions on the g.(�) in order to insure H was bounded
I
over some range of A ). The theorem of Chap VI I applies to Hamiltonians
of the form
H -= k' B + r B (4.31)
where k,r are constants. Referring to (4.30) we see that (4.31) is the
most general self-dual Hamiltonian which is linear in the coupling
constant (take g(�)=k=rA).
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V. Explicit Form of the Conserved Charges of the Xl Model
As was mentioned at the end of Chap. I I I, the higher charges for
the XVl model require a great deal of algebra to drive explicitly. Not
only are there many derivatives to compute, but the task of construct­
ing the cumulants to be subtracted from the charges GN to obtain the
local charges CN is also formidable. have computed the charges Cl
and C2 in this manner, the latter requiring more than a few days work
(see App. A for the result). If one considers the simpler XV model
(J =0) or the equivalent Xl model (J =0) (which I choose to work with
z y
for reasons not relevant to this discussion), the form of the charges
simplifies quite a lot. However, the procedure given by eq. (3.22) re­
mains almost as difficult (setting J =0 helps only in the final stages).
. y
I would like to describe a somewhat heuristic procedure which was
used to determine the probable form of C2 for the Xl model before the
explicit calculation of App. A had been carried out.22 This procedure
does yield a conserved cha�ge for C2 and is rather easily extended to
compute the form of the general charge CN. Although it has not been
proven that this is the same set of conserved charges as given by (3.22),
the explicit calculation of App. A. does show that the procedure gives
the correct result for C2. It is also true that the first term in the
charges to be calculated is taken from a term which occurs in the
corresponding charge given by (3.22), so it is likely that the sets
coincide. Even if they were not to, the procedure is still valid in
that it generates an infinite set of conserved charges for the model.
It is presented here since it provided the inspiration for the theorem
of Chap. VI I, in that it utilizes the self-duality of the model in the
construction of conserved charges.
The Xl model, with Hamiltonian
(5.1)
has an almost trivial dual transformation. If one lets
k!. = o:J




')+ � M J" M--;jfI (5.3)
which is the same as the original Hamiltonian but with the coupling
J /J inverted. Thus the model is self-dual.
x z
In calculating C2,
( 2 - � - 3 G-6 G-,
']
+ 2 &i) (5.4)
one must first calc�late G2. The term which differs in structure from
those encountered previously is that in which derivatives hit three
adjacent sites (adjacent values of J) in T (3.5). It is reasonable to
assume that a term of this sort is the most non-local term which will
survive when the local charge C2 is calculated by (5.4). Also, it can
be shown fairly easily that the symmetric part of the mentioned term is
subtracted off by the lower cumulants in (5.4) as was the case for Cl•
Thus we are left with
.., , I I , I
(2 = L L � � � 0; [(7; • Uj ][cr 0-1<']J"" '. +) '3'"1-1 :T't'2) Jot)'JJ) k:1
(5.5)
If one sets P2 �Jy=O, and defines B2 as the first term of (5.5) in this
limit one obtains
(5.6)
The first thing to test is whether B2 itself is conserved. In computing
the commutator with HXZ (5.1) one notices that it is possible for the
commutator of the first term of HXZ with the second term of B2 to
cancel with the opposite cross term, since they have the same co-
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efficients, but the direct term commutators could not cancel since one
has a coefficient of pi3 P3 and the other pi P33. Indeed this is what
happens when the commutator is calculated:
(5.7)
It is very interesting, however, that the commutator is zero at the self­
dual point J =J (p'=p'). This suggests that another quantity which is,
x z 1 3
also conserved at the self-dual point, but not away from that point
should be added to B2 to obtain a conserved charge. An obvious candidate
would be the dual of a lower conserved charge. Since C1 is self-dual,
the only other choice is C , i.e. the dual of the Hamiltonian itself.
o
The relevant commutator is
[H -H J i (
,�
p'2) � ( , '2 (5":1 t 1 ? ')=. X.. = -;:- f. - '3 L O-j" 0-0-+1 'J"t'2. O"J'" 0;.+.0;.+2
:r
(5.8)
(j� :: - P,� J)' -= - P.,� 'J� :- -Ii')
Thus one sees that this is indeed the correct choice and the combination
(5.9)
is conserved for all pi ' P3' Specifically
(5.10)
I I ,
+ � O"j O"":r+ I P'
1 1)+ I crj CJ;-+I
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If we take the previously computed expression for Cl and special ize
to the case Jy�P2=O, calling the result Cl we obtain
C, =
I
'�( , ':l '3 '3 '2 ')2 P, � L- ():,- 0;.+, 0;.+:1 - O""s 0;.+1 �+:l •
:r
(5.11)
Note that C2 depends upon the coupling constants in an important way,
whereas Cl depends only trivially upon them. Also Cl is a self-dual
operator, whereas C2 is only self-dual in the same sense that the
Hamiltonian is, i.e. its dual is the same operator but with the couplings
interchanged.
It is now clear how to proceed for the higher charges. Let
(5. 12)
This already commutes with the Hamiltonian so it can be identified as
C3. Note its similarly to Cl. It is clear that all of the odd numbered
charges will have this form, each successive charge having the string
of 021s within its terms lengthened by two sites. Going on,








B"J] = 0 (S.16)
(S. 17)
One can general ize these forms to the Nth charge:
C cx.�(a.�o:"a(J_'" .... a: r _ ' '2 '2.- .a..-Z 'J)21(--1 L '3' :Ttl 3 'f"'2 'l"+1ir'-10"7""''21< a; cr:roll �+'2. ':1'+ '71('_' a7+2/c-
:J
(S.18)
It can be shown that all of these charges commute with each other as
well as with the Hamiltonian. This is true for the XYZ charges also
as can be seen by differentiating (3.11) with respect to V and V' an
arbitrary number of times and making use of (3.17). The existence of
an infinite commuting set of conserved charges is a hallmark of exact
integrability, as will be seen in the next chapter.
The explicit forms of the charges (S.18 and S.19), give a clue as
to why this model and others like it possess an infinite set of local
conserved charges.
2
of a operators no matter how long, except at the endpoints. If the
end points of several strings of this sort can be chosen so that HXZ
The basic idea is that HXZ commutes with a string
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commutes with the combination then one has not found just one conserved
charge but an infinite number since the original stri�g length was
arbitrary. This is very much a two-dimensional phenomena (one-spatial
dimension). One reason is that one-dimensional strings are the only
geometrical objects whose boundary (two points) remains the same size as
the str4ng grows (compare a circle or sphere). Thus any attempt to
general ize the above argument to charges whose currents have non-unit
support on higher geometrical objects is probably doomed. If one re­
tains a string form for the currents in the higher dimensional case
then another problem arises. This is that the commutators of the
Hamiltonian with a string can have shapes (i .e. regions of non-unit
support) other than a simple linear string making it impossible to cancel
against the commutator of the Hamiltonian with another string in a
different place, as is the construction used in the charges for HXZ. A
more detailed analysis along these lines is given in ref. 22.
The conserved charges for the XYZ model clearly have a more com­
plicated form. The result of App. A shows that the coefficients of
terms in the currents become very complicated polynominals in the
couplings. This makes even checking the conservation of a charge a
difficult task. It would be very interesting to know the explicit
form of higher charges for the XYZ model, and, in particular whether
they also contain a simple repeating pattern which commutes with the
Hamiltonian and can be extended indefinitely. A computer algebra program
could probably generate enough charges to answer this question.
Once a pattern is discerned, one can try to find an algebra obeyed
by the charges which will generate the higher charges from components
of the lower ones instead of from the' generating functional. For the
XZ model it is possible to obtain all of the charges from a commutator
algebra involving the operators in the Hamiltonian. This algebra is
given in Chap. VI I (7.1-3) where it is generalized to the case of any
self-dual Hamiltonian. There it is proven that the resulting infinite
set of charges will always be conserved, provided the first charge in
the set is conserved.
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VI. Conserved Charges from the Quantum Inverse Scattering Method
In this chapter I would like to briefly illustrate some of the
features of the quantum inverse scattering method (QISM) .23 This method
has proven useful in the diagonalization of certain 1+1 dimensional in­
teracting quantum field theories, such as the quantum sine-Gordon
equation and the XYZ model. In particular, I would like to show how
an infinite set of conserved charges arises naturally out of the
method, using as an example the XYZ model. Of course this model was
20
originally solved by Baxter without the use of this method, however
there are many similarities between the method of Baxter and the QISM as
24
has been pointed out by Takhtadzhan and Faddeev. Starting with the
XYZ model Hamiltonian for a chain of length 2N with periodic boundary
conditions,
, ,
� cr' o:'....); I< k.,., ) (6. 1 )
one can find equations of motion:
'3
� i:= i [HJ Ok}= L f-i�tn � (0-:1 .,. 0-:1) 0-'; .
..f_,tn:" ,





for all K,A and so that (6.3) is true if and only if the equations of
motion (6.2) are satisfied (This will generally be true if LK is a
simple function of the a's). There is no systematic procedure for find­
ing such matrices. One generally chooses an ansatz for the general form
of the matrices and uses ·(6.3) to attempt to solve for the correct
coefficient functions. There do exist heuristic procedures for
choosing a promising ansatz (see e.g. ref. 25). An infinite set of
conserved charges arises from the quantity
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k:: -",.,.,
;1 t» -= IT Lk(A) (6.4)
k=w
which is known as the monodromy matrix. From (6.3) one �an see that
tr£(A) commutes with H.· Thus
IV= 0 I :2 ... '" .,J ) J
(6.5)
form an infinite set of conserved charges (A may be chosen arbitrarily
. 0
in order to produce a convenient set). Of course the A dependence must
be non-trivial in order that the charges be independent of one another,
and in fact the method will not work unless this is so. Also, for a
finite chain the number of independent charges is finite - one per de­
gree of freedom. Only as N �oo is there an infinite set. Generally the
form of LK(A) can be chosen so that
Do = H . (6.6)
the main goal of the QISM is to find the eigenvalues and eigenvectors
of the Hamiltonian. This contrasts somewhat with the goal of the
classical inverse method which is to solve the initial value problem.
Th e me t hod d i a gonali z e s H by fir s t d i a gonali z i n g £ (A) wit h wh i chi t
shares a common set of eigenvectors. If (6.6) holds then the eigen­
values can be obtained from those ofdl(A) by expanding in A. The
diagonal ization of�(A) is accompl ished by solving an associated 1 inear
problem given by
(6.7)
the details of which can be found in ref. 24.
In the case of the XYZ model, which I am discussing, one correct
choice of LK(A), MK(A) has the feature that the trace of the monodromy
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matrix is exactly equal to the transfer matrix of the 8-vertex model
(3.5). Thus the charges derived before from the transfer matrix are
the same ones which result from the complete quantum integrability of
the system ..
In simple terms, the QISM can be thought of as basically a trans­
formation to action angle variables Q., P., such that H is a function of
I I




An infinite set of conserved charges is therefore seen to be an integral
feature of the quantum inverse method.
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VI I Construction of an Infinite Set of Conserved Charges
for Self-Dual Theories
In this section I construct an infinite set of charges for a
specific class of self-dual theories, namely those whose Hamiltonians
can be written in the form
H= Ks ... re (7. 1 )
where K and r are coupling constants and B is some operator.26 The
form of the dual transformation need not be specified beyond that it is
a linear operation which changes B to Band B to B. Only one additional
condition is needed to guarantee the existence of an infinite set of




and W =B, n=1,2,3, ..... The charges have been labelled with positiveo
even integers in order to match as closely as possible the notation of
reference 22. In order for Q2N' to be a conserved charge,
(7.4)
it is sufficient to show that
[8) �,,1 = [B, �"-2J
[ B ) �"l � - [8) �hJ
(7.Sa)
(7.Sb)
for l�n�N. I shall prove (7.S) inductively for all N. In order to
perform the induction in N it is easier to consider (7.Sb) with n+n-l
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as the natural partner to (7.5a), i.e. I shall prove the following set
inductively for all N:
[8.) �hJ = [B� �h-�J
[f{. �h-" l: - [8� �"-11
(7.6a)
(7.6b)
for l�n�N. First, consider n=l.
[8� � J ::0 - � [� [� [ f3. 8J]J - [8.1 8J . (7.7)
One sees that (7.6a) will be true only if
(7.8)
This shall have to be assumed as an auxiliary condition to (7.1).
Equation (7.6b) is seen to be trivially satisfied for n=l. Going on to
n=2, observe that
[8.. tJ'1J = -1 [B�[B,[i{W2]J]- [B,�J
= -f., [B.. [8, [8 [BJ� BJJ1JJ - [BJ � 1
= * [BJrt; BjJ8.. [itSJJJ] t ,� [S,[8, [B,[l3, [B;eJJJ]] - fB. �]
1
=
,., [[8, 8]JB.[8. [�B]J]h''t[u:.[�[�[B, [�BJ]JJJ - [8. en
(7.9)
Using (7.8), one finds
[� W't] -= t [f3, [If, [�8]]] - [�C4J =- [�qJ (7.10)
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so (7. 6a) is va 1 i d for n=2.
ri3� W�1 :-: -i [if. [8. r� eJ1J = - � [B. r if. [IT; 13m = - [��] (7.11)
so (7. 6b) is a 1 so va 1 i d for n=2.
It will be useful to consider an alternative formula for W2n+2'
val id when (7.6) is val id for a given n. From the definition (7.3),
(7 . 12)
Applying (7.6) one obtains
(.7.13)
(7.14)
Equation (7.14) can be extended to n=O by defining
,,-...,
-
- \,V,o • (7. 15)
It can be further extended to n<O by. defining
(7.16)
for r=1,2,3, ... , as can be seen by taking the dual of (7.14). Thus
if (7.6) is va 1 i din the range l�n.$.N, (7. 14) wi 11 be va 1 i din the
range -N-l.sn�N. Instead of proving only equations (7.6), it will be
conceptually easier to prove a more general equation (7.17). Further­
more, proof of (7.17) results in not only IH,Q2n]=O but also
[Q2n' Q2m]=O , i.e. the conserved charges all commute, a hallmark of
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exact integrability. wi 11 prove:
(7 . 17)
for all n?O, �?O. The equation then follows for all � , since if one
lets �=n+p in (7.17), p=1,2, ... , and takes the dual of the equation
one obtains
(7. 18)
which is (7.17) with �=-p. It then also follows for n<O since with
use of (7.16), (7.17) is equivalent to
(7.19)
Letting nl=-n,�I=-�, and taking the dual of (7.19), one obtains
(7.20)
which is valid for nl�O, -oo<�I<oo. Thus if (7.17) is proven for �O,
��O it will also be true for all integral n and �. I� one sets �=O in
(7.17), one obtains
(7.21)
which is (7.6a) plus (7.6b). When (7.17) is added together for �=l,
�=2, ... �=n-l, the result is
(7.22)
which is (7.6b). Thus it is sufficient to prove the more general equa­
tion (7.17).
For n=O, (7.17) is trivially val id for -oo<�<oo. The case (n=l;
�=O, 1) follows from (7.8) as shown earl ier. I also have proven the
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case (n=2,Q,=0,1 ,2) exp1 icit1y: (7.10), (7.11). I now prove (7.17)
by induction. Assume (7.17) to be true for
n ::: '" J Os-R-5:N
n= T'J- J > O'S" .IZ s v-:
h -= rJ-2 ) o � .R.� /V-'
h = 1\1-3 J os :e s IV-'J










h -= O<.R_< J..1v' +J..- -'2, '2
h-: 0 o S /l. 'S. ��
(7.23)
(n and Q, are always integral) .
Eq. (7.17) has already been shown for N=2. This will serve as the
base level for the induction. I now must prove (7.23) for N+N+1,
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Note that in addition to adding a new level to the induction (the
first equation of (7.24), n=N+I) one must also raise the limit on £
on half of the previous levels. The proof will consist of three parts.
First I will prove (7.17) for n=N+I, l�£�N. Then I will extend this




Commute - �[B,B] with (7.17) for n=N.
Then,
-i [[[8J8J) ��l �w-U-7J - i [0.�J [[�81J W;,.,-U-2]]
:: - i r[[J3Jn ��-2l k{�-uJ - i [�.e-2 [[8 B] � J] (7.26)J J J 2 AJ-7.e •
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For O��i N, (7.14) allows one to write
- [ 0...,+..
J W."-U-2] + [w;'''-"l)W':IIJ-:l.e-..] l- [0...eJ �"-2�] - [w. .... w.,,-,.e _ �J
=-[� � J+�- ]+[- ] - (7.27)2Jl.) 2"'-'l� L ��-'1)��-2"£ �.e-?,) �w-,..e+'2 - [�t-2 IN( lJ 'w-:l,.t --zJ •
With the assumption (7.23) for n=N-1, Equation (7.27). gives, for
1$�s.N-1,
(7.28)
Each of these equations is the sum of two adjacent equations in the
desired set «7.17) with n=N+l). Equation (7.17) with n=N+l and
l���N is a system of N equations ·in N+l unknowns (it states that all
of the considered commutators are equal). Equation (7.28) is a set
of only N-l equations in the same N+l unknowns. The former set implies
the latter set. To prove (7.17) (wi th n=N+l, 1��� N) from (7.28)
therefore, one more condition is needed.
ing upon whether N is odd or even.
There are two cases, depend-
Case 1: N is odd, N�3. I will now prove the additional equation





r� v��J + LB) v,w-'21 � [0,.,+,)v�_,] - i [[8):/�-,1 r� W'w-,]]
- i [[B)Jw-3 JJ [Bj 0N-31J + [0',.,-1) W'A,'-3] (7.32)
where I have made use of the Jacobi identity, definition (7.3), and
the assumption (7.23) with n= t (N-1). Using this same assumption
again I obtain
(7.33)
Finally using the assumption (7.23) with n=N-l, 1= � (N-l), one gets
(7.34 )
which is an equation derivable from (7.17) with n=N+l, 1�1�N and in­
dependent- of (7.28). Together (7.28) and (7.34) prove (7.17) with
n=N+l, 1�1�N, N odd. The crucial step in this proof is the cancella­
tion of the second term on �e right hand side of (7.32). If I had
chosen an arbitrary equation from (7.17) as the starting point, in­
stead of (7.29), then the corresponding term would not have cancelled.
Case 2: N is even, N�2. For this case, the extra condition de­
rived is [B,W2N]=-[B,W2N]. To prove this I first show an intermediate
result, based on assumptions (7.23):
(7 .35)
for integral p, O$2p$m-l and 11m�N. First, (7.35) is true for p=O.
i [[B)J]JSJ �h>�lJ = -i [8JB, [B, �1n-J]]-i[BJBJB, 'vIatn-J]]
- [8, Q,J +[B, �m] (7.36)
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I have used the fact that [B,W2m-2] is anti-self-dual (a.s.d.) as a
consequence of the assumption (7.23) with n=m-l. Since (7.35) is true
for p=O and all m, l�m�N, the desired result is true for m=l and m=2
(for these cases p is restricted to the value zero). I shall now prove
(7.35) inductively in m. Assume (7.35) for l�m�K-l for some K, 3�K�N
and show it is true for m=K. Assume p>O, since the result for p=O has
already been shown, and also that the restriction on p following (7.35)
holds.
i [[8> 0.1']) rB, �1(.'1' .:lJJ = - ;., [[B) n{ rB/ w,.P-2.]]]J f8; �k"-2f'-:zJJ
-i [[B, �"-'1J J r� �"'-:lP-J]J
= f., UBI [B, �1'-2Jl [8, [a; �k'-JP."2]]
- :'1 [8J r[� r� 0'f-:1J]1 LSJ �k:-"2P-:lJ]J
-+ [[ 8) C2r-,1 [B, �"'-JP-:lJ]
(7.37)
If p�2, then one can apply (7.35) with m=K-2, to the last term in (7.37).
It can then be shown to be zero by the appropriate assumption in (7.23)
(specifically in the form (7.6b) with n=K-l). If p=l this term is
-
zero, since W_2=-B. Therefore,
i [(8) �pJJ [� �1(_lp_�J1: ; [[ B Q .. ] [-8 \ / J11J ') :lp '2 } I W21<-2P J
+ : r[BJ �P-2]J��I(-:Z,,-�].f;, [�U& �r·JJB,[e. �k-:zp-J]J]
-
fri [BJB,[[ 8, �p-:zl [BI �1<-:lP-2]]]]
td'1 [8J[��p_:l]J CB, [B R ]]r7]J 'l1<-"2P-"2 J •
(7.38)
One can app1y (7.35) with m=K-2 to the second term, since
2p-2SK-3, the condition for app1icabi1ity, f0110ws from the restriction
on p for m=K: 2p$K-1. The second term is then zero by (7.23). Similar-
1y, the fourth term is zero by (7.35) with m=K-1 and (7.23) with n=K.
Also note that the third and fifth terms are the duals of each other.
So
-; [[ B.> �rl [BJ ""{�-:lr-:lJ] - � [[ 8J c:%P-2] J [8, W�f<-2PJJ
= - HSJ[Bj W,.p-?l �,..-�p]J -tf�[[Bj QP-:l] Qb �p_� +,j.I J 2 ... - ... V (7.39)
where d. indicates the dual of the expression. Consider the right hand
side (RHS) of (7.39):
RHS: � [�[W;r-:lJBJ�k-lr]J] -ifB:[s, [QI'-�J �ll<-'lpJ]]
-i [[8/ Qr_":lUi{ �k-:Jf-'(J]- � [[e;[� �f-"l] �1<_�f_"2l+J.7 � (7.40)
As before the third term is zero.
Again, the first term vanishes. Consider the fourth term:
(7.42)
Let t=K-p-l, n=K-2p-1. Then
(7.43)
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If one eliminates p, then
y. = .; (1<+ h -,) � � (N+ h -I) • (7.44)
Since n<N (7.43) is therefore covered by the assumption (7.23) which
implies that it is a.s.d.
The fifth term of (7.41) is also a.s.d. by (7.23) with n=K-l. So
RHS = - [�'-:l) Q"'-'lpJ - [�f-"2) �1<-:2p-J
+[8,1.-./'>.1<]+ [B>A�k-4J +J. (7.46)
The first term can be disposed of in the same fashion as (7.42). The
second and fourth are a.s.d. by assumption (7.23). Therefore, re­
calling the LHS (7.39) one has
! r[B)�/:2',J, [l{�INP-�]] - H[B, (I;'-"']J [��I<-ll']]
= [��2kJ + fBI 0�k J • (7.47)
If one adds this equation for successive pIS: p=l, p=2, etc. up to p=q
and uses (7.35) for p=O, m=K, one gets
which is (7.35) for m=K. Thus the proof by induction of (7.35) is
complete.
Returning to the main proof, I am considering the case when N is
even. As the additional equation from the set (7.17) with n=N+l, for
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the present case I choose to prove
(7.49)
i.e. [6, W2N] is a.s.d. This is _1 inear1y independent of the equations
(7.28). Consider the quantity rW ,W ], which is a.s.d. by construction.n n
(7.50)
The second term can be reduced to -[8,B] by assumption (7.23) with n=l,
�= tN, � N-1, ... ,1. One can therefore write
(7.51)
The second term is
- � [BJ r 8J ONJ) \,/tJJ = -H�[B,r0,,_,}\{/J]] t i [B:[0.._.J� VwJ]]
= -1 [6 [8 ra "J' [[
- -
1 ] I r,- [- ]9 :) .JlOJ��2JJ +, BJ�_'2 )[8J�J +IL�-'2J �[BJV�JJ
= [B),��1 t r� ,?.,-..] -I-if[if. 1.1.....,1 [8)J,.,_�JJ - [P"""j�Hki"_"2).1....]! 7 • 5 3)
With use of (7.35) with 2p=N-4, m=N-2, on the' third term of (7.53) and
(7.23) again on the last two, (7.53), except for the first term, can
be shown to be a.s.d. Thus, returning to (7.52), one finds
(7 . 54)
The first term can be reduced with the help of (7.35) with 2p=N-2, m=N.
(7.5.5)
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Adding to (7.55) its dual, one obtains
(7.56)
Thus (7.49) has been proven. Together with (7.28), (7.49) implies
(7.17) with n=N+l, l�£'�N, N even. Part I is now complete.
Part I I. I now extend this result for n=N+l to include £'=0 and
£'=N+l. Since (7.17) with £'=N+l is just the dual of (7.17) with £'=0,
there is only one equation to prove, namely n=N+l, £,=0, i.e.
(7 . 57)
or, with the result just established
(7.58)
I expand [B, W2N+2] in the by now familiar manner.
(13) ��+"21: - � [8.1 r e, [8., �IJ]]] - [�Vzw}
= - i [8) [[� BJJ �,..J]- � [BJ[{jJ [��AJJ]] - [���1
- ,'Lf [B) [[ 8) BJJ [8,,[8" �1J-2]]] + i [13.} [[Jj)J3JJ �,..,..�}J
+ [8) Wz�-'2]
(7.59)
where (7.23) has been used for n=M, £'=0, i . e.
(7.60)
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The first term on the right hand side of (7.59) is
t.;- [8.1 [[8)3],[8J8) 4.,...,1JJJ= d'fr[� [�ff]])r�[s: "'4A1o,1JJ
+ �'f [[ � BJ) [8) [B) r � �v-:JJ]J
: -f., [[BJ8JL�JjJ]V� �AI-,lJ �MBJ[B)e)3J]) [a: l-.!:tlV-']]]
-i[[B,8llB) 1J;l"']] - � [fBJi31 fB, kI:llV-,]]
=- � [[B) r: [� �V-:l.J] + d'1 [BJB, [fB) in) r fJ., kI,,,,-2]]J
- �'i [rur�BJJ [ltr�h4"'-"31JJJ - t rrl3)3]JB) ��-.,1J
= ,IL' r s) �BJ (- [BJ [8: rBJ �W-:lJ]] - [�[BJ [�'W:l�-:;]]])]J
-:'1 [B, [[8) B], [BJ� w;w-�J]]J
:; � [BJI3J ([B)�pJJ+rB, �w-'J]+n3>�4J+[BJ �w_oJ)]]
-�'1 [B, [[B, 8J, [BJ8, �W-7lJ]]].
(7.61)
The first term in (7.61) is zero due to the assumption (7.23) and
(7.56). Thus the expression on the left hand side of (7.61) is equal
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to its negative and is therefore zero. Returning to (7.59),
[BI ""'W ...:!] = � [BJ8J8J�w_"2J]] -: [8,[�r8/Qw_J]J
+ [8) W!,.W-2]




Thus (7.58) is true and (7.17) holds for n=N+l and �=O or �=N+l.
Part I I I. The final step involved is to raise the limit on � for
n=N-l, n=N-3, Commute - �[B,B] with (7.17) with n=N, �=N to
obtain (7.27) with �=N.
rC%"'+"2,BJ - r�"'-".2JBJ + r�NJ 8]+ [�IVJ �J
= - [�WJ 6] + [�"'-IfJ 8] + r�W-"2}#:2J'" [�II-"l)}J.
(7.63)
Using the results of the previous sections ((7.17) with n=N+l, �=N+l and
�=N) and the assumption (7.23) with n=N-l, �=N-l, one finds that
which is (7.17) with n=N-l, �=N. This is the desired result for n=N-l.
The same procedure can be applied to the lower levels, namely, if one
commutes - l [B,�] with (7.17) with n=k�N-� for integral j, O�2j�N-l,
and for �= t (N+k)=N-j one gets (7.27) with N+k,�� (N+k):
- [W", ... l<t'll Vvk-IV-"l] + [Q,tk-2 JWk-W-"lJ + [WtJf-kJ 4-.,J
- fW"'f-kJ '4-",-11] = - rVW+I.- \1I.'k J.". rr-/ \ / 1J -IV Ww+k-'1 J Wk- wj
+ [W'tJ+k--:lI VVk-Al+"ll- [VWtk-2) 'w'k-Al-"l) • (7.65)
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The right hand side can be seen to be zero from the assumption (7.23)
with n=k+l, l=N-j and n=k-l, l=N-j-l, leaving
L�AHkT'lJ �-W-:lJ - fWAHkJ �-wJ = - [WWHeJ Wk-,.,-&fJ- [0�k"2) Wk-/./-�]"
(.7 • 66)
The left hand side of (7.66) is zero if (7.17) with n=k+l,
1= t(N+k)+l= t (N+l+(k+l)) is true. The right hand side is zero if
(7.17) wit? n=k-l, 1= !(N+k)= t(N+l+(k-l)) holds. If one adds (7.66)
times (-l)J for j=O,l ,2, .... , q successively (recall k=N-2j) one obtains
- [W2IV-I"2J 'BJ - [�"'J I3J
-= (_I)" ( - [0'2"'-'lt I \'/-2%,-.,J + [�W-'lt-'lJ v..��-�J) (7.67)
1
for O.$qS'2(N-l). The left side is zero by (7.62). Thus
(7 .68)
for Osq$ �(N-l). Setting n=N-2q-l, l=N-q in (7.68) yields (7.17) for
1
n=N-2q-l, 1= '2 (N+n+l):
(7 . 69)
Looking at (7.24) one can see that the desired result has been achieved,
i.e. the raising of the integral 1 imit on 1 by one for n=N-l, N-3, ... ,
(0 or 1). This is equivalent to raising the half-integral limit on 1
1 1
given by 1= '2 (N+n) by '2 for all n�N. All entries in (7.24) have
now been derived. The proof by induction of (7.17) is complete.
Thus, (7. 17) ho 1 ds for all nand 1 and cha rges Q2n def i ned in
(7.2) are conserved for all n (n=1,2,3, ... ). This result requires
only two assumptions. The first is that the Hamiltonian can be
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written in the self-dual form (7.1). The second assumption is (7.8),
which states that the first charge in the.set, i.e. Q2' is conserved.
In addition to the conservation of charges [Q2n,H]=0, it is also
possible to show that the charges Q2n commute with each other.











By a similar argument (7. 17) sho� that
(7.75)
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Together (7.74) and (7.75) prove (7.70). It can easily be checked that
(7.17) implies that all four of the commutators in (7.71) are a.s.d.,




As I have mentioned, the result of the previous chapter has
potential applicability to a wide variety of theories, since it is a
general operator statement and does not refer to the number of space­
time dimensions or the precise nature of the space-time manifold (i .e.
lattice, continuum, or loop space)3.4 There are many interesting theories
which are self-dual. Unfortunately, however, the additional condition
of the theorem
(B. 1)
appears to be stronger than one might have hoped. The condition is
satisfied in the case of the XZ model if one takes
•
(B.2)
The charges generated by the theorem (7.2) are identical to the even­
numbered charges found by the more heuristic procedure of Chap. V
(S.19). As discussed in Chap. VI these are the same charges that result
from the complete quantum integrability of the system. Note, however,
that only half of the complete set is given by the theorem. The odd­
numbered charges - those which were independent of the coupling con­
stants - are not produced. This is because the construction procedure
is specifically designed to produce charges' with a non-trivial coupling
constant dependence.
Two other models have been found which satisfy the condition
(B.l). The first is the one-dimensional quantum )sing model in an
external magnetic field. The second is the generalized Xz model as
defined by Suzuki .27 The Ising model Hamiltonian
(B.3)
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is se1f-dua1 if one takes
B -= L 0-;
:s )
(8.4)
under the dua1 transformation given by (4.12) (see a1so App. B). Then
[8J [B)3Jl= e;)' � (-2 o-;a;+1 +2 (J;a-�,)





J'_ - � ( s J - "Z '2) J 1Vv';2 - g 8.) r I3J B] - 8 - � o'J" 0-:r_n OJ (Y'S+I - � O'J' O-ST'




The conservation of this charge can be checked exp1icit1y (the theorem,
of course, guarantees its conservation). If one calculates several
higher charges, which is very easy since all that is involved is the
the calcu1ation of two commutators, a pattern quickly deve10ps which
allows one to induce the form of the Nth charge. It is given by
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(8.9)
These are similar in structure to the Xl model charges (5.19) but there
are some significant differences, e.g. the Ising model charges involve
strings of three different lengths whereas the Xl model charges are
made up of only two different string lengths. A much deeper connection
exists, however, than might be apparent at first glance. This is
because there exists a transformation which relates the XZ model to the
sum of two independent Ising models. This transformation is given in
App. B and allows one to derive the Ising model charges from the XZ
model charges and vice versa.
The Hamiltonian of the generalized Xl model is given by:
H � (, o'. 7 2 2 0-' J: �3 0:'1 cr.'l ...... a"l a:J' )r-:: L- ..Jx. ':J' 0;.+10;..+2· # -0-.,..,.... :T-t \-1-1"" � :s ';To+, ;rot2 ;r+J'" :T-I"""I (8. 10)
:r
r= o, � 7" ......
It can easily be checked that it saitsfies (8.1) and a previously un-
known set of conserved charges can be generated for this model. The







and the dual transformation is the XZ dual transformation ol�3 (If
JX=-Jz then one can take instead the XY or YZ dual transformations).
Under this decomposition, however, the XYZ model does not meet the con­
dition (8.1). The problem is that higher powers of A enter the higher
commutators preventing the possibility of repetition. It may be that
some other decomposition exists which does satisfy (8.1). It might also
be that the symmetry one needs to exploit in the case of the XYZ model
i s t ria 1 i ty ,
"J
/ O''J"+, a_?:r
rather than duality. In this case one would need to formulate an
0:'
� (8.15)




where � now indicates the triality transformation. Such a treatment
would put all of the coupling constants on an equal footing. However,
this approach may be difficult since, as is apparent from the calcula­
tion of C2 for the XYZ model (App. A), the coefficients of terms in the
higher conserved charges are very complicated polynominals in the
coupling constants.
I also checked the condition (8.1) on two other self-dual models�
the Z(N) spin theory in two dimensions, and the Z(2) gauge theory in
four dimensions. The Z(N) spin theory is a generalization of the
Ising model where the variable can take on one of N states as opposed
to just two. It is the quantum model associated with the classical
two-dimensional Potts model.25 The Z(2) Gauge Theory in four di-
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. 12. .. . ( ). h fmens Ions IS an Interesting one to study since Z 2 IS t e center 0
the group SU(2). Its Hami Itonian is given by





and � is a displacement vector which labels sites on the four-dimension­
al lattice. i and R are unit lattice vectors which are summed over the
four positive lattice axis directions. The spins for this model reside
on the links of the lattice. The local gauge transformation under
which the Hamiltonian is invariant consists of flipping all of the
eight spins attached to a single lattice site M which is accomplished
by applying the operator
G- (h) = ..Jf (71(h) �;) .
..t., �=:tl
A positive result for Z(2) would give one hope that the procedure might
also be successful for the SU(2) Yang-Mills theory. Unfortunately the
condition (8.1) is not satisfied by either the Z(N) spin or Z(2) gauge
(8.20 )
theories considered. Since it is not known how to formulate the SU(2)
theory in a fully self-dual manner the theorem cannot be applied to it
at this time. An attempt was made to test the condition for the A and
B operators of If Hooft ,13 where
;§ A·J�
A ((.) -= � -rr P e c ) (8.21)
C is some path in space�·time ,and B(C1) is defined so that
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� rrin
A(e) 8(e') -= B(e') A(e) eW- •
(8.22)
N is from SU(N) and n is the number of times the path C encirclesC'.
It is hoped that a non-local reformulation of the Yang-Mills theory can
be achieved through the use of these operators. B(C) can also be
obtained from A(C) through a partial Kramers-Wannier dual transformation,
by expressing elements of SU(N) in terms of products of elements of
SU(N)/Z(N) and Z(N).· A transformation similar to Kramers-Wannier
duality can then be performed on the Z(N) part only which results in
B (c).l4 One finds that
[A('� [It(c), [Me), 8«(')]]] ": Atc)(i-e'2VrJh Y[A(C») B(e')] J (8.23)
so the condition is not satisfied. Even if it were satisfied, however,
it is not completely clear what it would mean, since one does not yet
know how to express the Hamiltonian in terms of A(C) and B(C). It
would yield a set of commuting, but not necessarily conserved operators.
Note also that here we are dealing with operators defined on specific
paths whereas previously the operators were summed over position and
therefore translationally invariant. To date I "have found no other
models which satisfy the condition of the theorem, although the possi­
bilities have by no means been completely exhausted.
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IX Conclusion
The objective of this thesis was to investigate the possible
connecti'on' between the property of self-duality in a quantum field
theory and the presence of an infinite set of conserved charges. Such
a connection was motivated by the similarity of approaches to the
search for both a dual transformation and infinite sets of conserved
charges for the four-dimensional Yang-Mills theory. Success in either
of these ventures would provide valuable non-perturbative information
toward a solution of that theory. A definite connection between these
ideas would be of help in advancing this program.
I first attempted to establ ish such a connection in simpler two­
dimensional spin theories. To this end I found the explicit form of an
infinite set of charges for two simple self-dual quantum models - the
XY and Ising models. These examples led to the formulation of an in­
finite set of charges for the general self-dual quantum Hamiltonian
(linear in the coupling constant). It was proven that these charges
form a conserved commuting set in the general case, provided only that
the first charge in the set was conserved. The assumption of self­
duality played an important role in this proof. Essentially it provides
all of the necessary information to guarantee the conservation of the
higher charges given that the first charge is conserved. Thus for a
class of models (i .e. those whose first charges are conserved) a
connection between self-duality and infinite sets of conserved charges
was established. This is the first time such a definite connection
between these concepts has been found. It suggests that Kramers-Wannier
self-duality may be an important property of exactly integrable quantum
systems. The relevant class of models is not limited to the two-di­
mensional lattice models. The theorem is applicable to both higher
dimensional and continuum theories. Unfortunately, no examples have
been found which satisfy the necessary condition of the theorem out­
side the realm of the two-dimensional spin theories. It is not clear
whether the original goal of establishing a relationship between self­
duality and infinite sets of conserved charges for the four-dimensional
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gauge theories will be met by the connection found here. This connection
was based upon a set of ch�rge� generated �y a particular commutator
algebra. Undoubtedly there are other sets which are generated by other
algebras. A much more sophisticated �lgebra may be needed to generate
conserved charges for the four-dimensional theory. Thus one may hope
that the connection established here, if not itself applicable to the
physically relevant g�uge systems, will nevertheless point the way to a
method by which a similar connection might be found for those theories.
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Appendix A
Calculation of C2 for the XYl Model
In this section I give the detailed calculation of the charge C2
for the XYl model from the generating function (3.22) derived from the·
8-vertex model transfer matrix. The main purpose of this exercise is to
show that C2 as given by (3.22) is the same charge as is given by the
heuristic procedure of Chap. V (S.lO) or the theorem of Chap. VI I (7.2)
for the simpler case of the Xl model. It happens that the simplifying
assumption Jy�P2=0 does not simplify the calculation of C2 from (3.22)
very much. Thus it is reasonable to compute the XYl charge first and
then set Jy=O. The exact form of C2 may be of use in finding an al­
ternate self-dual decomposition for HXYl that would satisfy the condition
of the theorem (7.8).
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Note I have labelled sets of terms by (j), (i),0), ® in order to separate
like quantities for further treatment. Consider all of the terms of C2
labelled (j), those which involve four sites or more. First, put all
sums in canonical order � by labelling J,K, and L appropriatelyJ<I<.<L
in each sum. Then
CD: �jkL � (J"kL+ JLI<+kl.:r)
+ -t,(J"l<L+k"JL+L:rk+J"LI<+kLJ"+Lk:r)
-� (*JLk+kLJ) + � (J"kL+ kL"J+"jLk+Lk-:r)
- � ([J) [k)Ll]) = � L P/P:/P� r()� cr;+,) ro-�crt+, o-� CJ;.�J]T<l«l . J
(A.7)
where the notation KLJ means
� 0' J I 0-:;; 5�.) rr � "'"k L :r -= L- rl' P,5 r� k �+ I cr;_ vl. + I lJ-:r (J:r.,.,
7r<J«L




For the next group Q) , we must again put the sums in a canonical order
L
J<K·
@-= -� [(Jkk + Tk'J")
'J-(I<
+� L ("'J":Jk+Jl<:r +k-:rj-l-k�-:r+kJk+Jkk)
�<k
(A. 10)
@= � z P/f}'p" ( [a; 0-5 crJ 0:; J o': "'":r<I<' t¥\ k' 1<'+ I ,) 'J" :1-1 I k (Yk+ J
of- [a� (jl (5' "'" � �k'.f I k (Jk.J.l.) 0-"; a-..j..,]
+ [()� 0-;41) rcr.} O-';�'J a:; a;..7,J])
(A. 11)
Now the commutators are zero if K#J+l or i=4. For this term (i .e. (J)
.�k will go from one to three only and the cases j=4, k=4 will beI J
treated separately.
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Of course the calculation is not really finished at this point. If one
is given a Hamiltonian with coupling constants (JX,Jy,JZ) and asked to
determine C2, one must know how the various functions, e.g. pi
I I
depend
upon the coupl ings. The p� 's are defined in (3.9) and (3.10) in termsI
of parameters V,s, and � (0���1) .
•
(IV)
_ sz. p v. ) Ip, � e VW (J �.£ \/= 'S • (A. 31 )
From the definitions one can compute a compendium of required functions
in terms of sand t.
P
I
-= cl Iv ('1 "l",..2.)
I
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f (-Lf-f ,{,t.? +, JIv?(�.Il) -...R.?j�'l(�.£) -5 Jiv "(-5_;/l.) .J.jl}(S).R.5j
(A.37)
(.) 111 _
''2 - � (-'1 -+ s.e? + If JI.}(�.£) - ....i'.JI.;'(�.l) +JIv "(;..£) - JA/(�.2))
(A.38)




Notice that there are only two parameters �,� which define the three
•• I I I




I� IJ 2 J p,'} � Jf.,'J
(A.41)







up to an added constant, one must first ju.ggle the labelling of
directions X,Y,Z so that·-Jz>-Jx>IJyl (one may also negate two of the
couplings if necessary through use of a canonical transformation). Then
the couplings must be scaled by an overall factor k-1 (see 3.15) such
, -1
that for Ji=k Ji,
(A.44)
One may then equate
I J
P, = - J;J
(A.45)





Then all of the functions (A.32)-(A.39) can be expressed in terms of
the Ji, so one then has C2 (A.30) for a given Hamiltonian. One can, of
course, write out this form explicitly, but very little cancellation
occurs and one is left with rather lengthy polynominal coefficients of
up to sixth order in the J's.
Finally, setting J2=O one obtains
I
:J;= (A.48)
,,'2 __ I -r''2� -,J I
(A.49)
(A.50)
A rather remarkable simplification then occurs. The second term of C2
,
'2vanishes and the long coefficient of the third term reduces to Pl P3
for i=l, zero for i=2, and p�2p� for i=3. Thus for the XZ model
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(A.51)
which is the same as the charge found earlier in Chap. V (5.10). Thus,
at least for the case of C2 the simplified procedures of Chaps. Vand
VI I yield the same charge as that given by the original generating
function (3.22).
Appendix B. Relationship Between the Ising and Xl Models
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It has been known for some time that the partition function for a
restricted version of the 8-vertex model can be written as the product
of the partition functions of two separate, identicalJ two-dimensional
Ising models.29 It has also been shown that this restriction has the
effect of limiting the associated T-continuum quantum Hamiltonian to
that of an xv (or Xl) model.30 Since the one-dimensional quantum Ising
model in a transverse magnetic field is the �-continuum quantum Hamil­
tonian associated with the two-dimensional Ising model one might expect
that there is also a correspondence between the Xl model and the sum of
two one dimensional quantum Ising models. Such a correspondence might
be used to translate results from one model to the other.
The suggested correspondence does indeed exist. The transformation
which accomplishes it is the familiar dual transformation for a single







The somewhat asymmetrical appearance at the Nth and 1st site is
i
necessary in order for the dual variables �. to have the same commuta-
J
tion relations as the original variables, when one takes into account
the periodic boundary conditions. If this transformation (B.2) is








Therefore, except for boundary terms, HXZ is equivalent to
AI
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which is the sum of two separate Ising models, one on even-numbered and
the other on odd-numbered lattice sites. Thus it is not surprising
that, as originally discovered by Pfeuty,31 the excitation spectrum of
an Ising model
Wh
( "'3 3 ')l-f = - 2: k a; ()J+I + r (7-:rI
7=1 (B.5)
wi th K= t JX and r = � JZ is the same as the spect rum of an XZ mode 132
with twice as many sites (the XZ model has an additional two-fold de­
generacy). When conserved charges for the XZ model (5.18, 5.19) are
subjected to the transformation (B.2) and the boundary terms discarded,
one finds that the resulting charges also split up into operators
involving only even-numbered or only odd-numbered lattice sites. This
property is not an automatic feature of the transformation. It can be
81
easily checked that each one of these sets of charges commutes with its
i
corresponding single Isi�g model Hamiltonian (defined in terms of n K
or P� in B.4). Thus through this transformation one can find an in­
finite set of conserved ch�rges for the Isi�g mode1.22 The resulti�g
even numbered charges are the same charges as have been derived previous­
ly (8.9) from the theorem of Chap. VI I. As far as I am aware, this
transformation has not been previously reported in the literature.
After publication of the result, however, I learned that it had been
privately known by at least one other researcher.33
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